
Senault's Communication Hierarchy 

Subsection:  Middle Management’s Chart 

 

 
 

 

REGIONAL MANAGER 
(Usually a light-hued male) 

 

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT 

(Usually a light hued male) 
Property/Hotel Managers 

(Office Managers, Managers or 

Supervisors of Buildings, Managers of 
Eateries and Grocers) 

 

                                                                                                Labour Union Organizers 

 

STATIONARY MOBILE 

 

GENERAL MANAGER                                                                                        

[INDUSTRY CATEGORY]:  Generally across industries 
[INDUSTRY ROLE]:  Contracts, Distribution, Manufacture,  

Procurement, Budget, Real Estate 

[HIERARCHAL ROLE]: Reporter, scout.  Reports about daily operations are supposed to function, inlcuding daily 
operating costs, profits, loss, future customer prospects.  Uses this information to attract certain clientele, customers, 

visitors or guests to business so recruiters, reporters and observers. 

[APPEARANCE]:  Business casual, business office attire 
 

 

HIRING MANAGEMENT/MANAGER                MANAGER OF BUSINESS, INSTITUTION OR                                                  
[INDUSTRY CATEGORY]:  Across all categories across              ORGANIZATION (Deliveries, Procurement, Budget)       
Industries.   

[INDUSTRY ROLE]:  Contracts, Distribution, Manufacture,  

Procurement, Budget, Real Estate.  Dispatches new hires to 
Immediate supervisor.  Responsible for job training of normal 

job duties. 

[HIERARCHAL ROLE]: Reporter, scout.  Reports about  
daily operations are supposed to function, including daily  

operating costs, profits, loss, future customer prospects.  Uses 

this information to attract certain clientele, customers, visitors 

or guests to business so recruiters, reporters and observers.  
Acts as recruiter for superimposed hierarchy. Responsible for 

over employment of dark hued and middling hued security  

guards who in turn is delegated the hierarchal duty to make ,  
patrons, customers, andvisitors feel unwelcomed and uncom- 

fortable through their role as depositors and “strong arm” 

totalitarian guards. Theydeposit vagrants and vagabonds of  

Senault’s superimposed hierarchy in departments and general  
areas of Edifice of Scrolls, grocers or other public spaces by  

Line between low rung 

“Below” and higher rung 

“Above” 

Above this line: “Pure 

Business Elite” 

Communicates about budget 

and potential hirees 

[INDUSTRY CATEGORY]:  Private Security 
Firms, Travel, generally other industries 

[INDUSTRY ROLE]:  Oversees daily 

operations, acts as liaison between subordinate 
employees, reports to General Manager.  

Contracts with actual security firm 

[HIERARCHAL ROLE]: Inform which person 

fits which role best, what “relaxed” standards 
can further the superimposed hierarchy 

operating on the numeral six (6) without fully 

stopping the functioning of society. The 
purpose of which is to stagnate time and give 

operation on the number six (6) a longer time 

to thrive in the lesser material worlds. 
[APPEARANCE]:  Business casual, business 

office attire 

 



social gesture.  The most often used social gestures by security  
guards and walking to the area, lingering and then waiting only 

a few seconds or more after the vagrant dispatch takes his seat.  

The other social gesture is to walk past a chair, bench or table  

and ‘tag’ or tap any of those pieces of the furniture at least one  
time either by open hand or a knock.  The security leaves before 

the vagrant or vagabond arrives within seconds to minutes to  

pretend that his appearance as agitator, mischiefmaker and  
blocker to productivity of innocents was just happenstance.  

Peradăyah called this form of social treachery as ‘Dropshot1 Deposit’. 

The gold car driving dispatchers assign dark hued male vagrant and 
vagabonds to location.  Security guards if location or business 

provides the direct signal to dropped off member.  They provide 

entertainment for the light hued ones of Senault’s communication 

hierarchy.  The dark hued ones are loud, dirty, unkempt and  
generally harass, sexually harass, verbally accost nonmembers 

to continue to receive “social treats” and continue their membership; 

within the hierarchy.  Hiring Manager generally reports dispatch 
capabilities for potential recruit.Security guards are the point of  

contact for[1] Human Trafficking rings, [2] Theft rings, and  

[Prostitution rings].  They act as co-conspirators in grand theft  
ring, which acts as the ‘holding company’ of smaller theft rings,  

such as the government sponsored phones. Security guards use  

dark hued males assigned by 4 door sedan Gold car driving  

dispatchers as primary criminals.  
[APPEARANCE]:  Business casual, business office attire 

 

 

FLOOR MANAGER 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                              

                                                             
1 ‘Dropshot’ is a form of slang from the 1970s referring to dark hued males specifically being the offspring of unplanned 

parenthood, usually an unwed (single) mother at the time of birth, born in extreme poverty.  Born into a lifestyle with lack of 

morals and future prospects as the birth parents took no care or thought in having the offspring who becomes a natural menace 

to society.  Dropshot may likely refer to the minimum amount of what the biological father emits to contribute to the 

insemination of the cisgender woman’s egg. 

[INDUSTRY CATEGORY]:  Hospitality, 

Retail, Food Service 

[INDUSTRY ROLE]:  Oversees and reports 
on mentoring, compliance with chain 

advertising and marketing to ensure fulfilment 

of subordinate labourer’s duties. 

[HIERARCHAL ROLE]: Reporter, observer.  
Reports on security guard’s network activity, 

customer’/patrons’ response, consumer  

purchasing power.  Who is likely to become a 
regular customer, who is a member of a 

vulnerable population, other hierarchal 

potential recruitment. 
[APPEARANCE]:  Uniform, may be similar 

to subordinates 

 

Communicates about daily 

operations, trouble areas of 

business flow, employee 

compliance 

Floor Manager is always a supervisor 

but not all industries have floor 

managers and not all supervisors are 

floor managers.  There could be an 

intermediate floor manager or 

supervisor switching hierarchal roles 

in the industry.  A general supervisor 

has a higher rank than a floor manager, 

but both deal with daily operations of 

institution or business. 



 

SUPERVISOR 

(Daily Operations) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEAM LEAD 

(Daily Operations) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dark-Hued Male Vagrants & Vagabonds                                               
[ROLE]:  Trackers, hunters, primary agitators, stalkers, street,                         
harassers, sexual molesters general molesters, sexual batterers                      

gossipers, aggressors, and other criminal assailants against                            Fake Vagrants, Vagabonds & Homeless 

Peradăyah.  To embarrass women of any hue, but usually of hue                   [planted light hued males sent to encourage others 

who refuse to communicate or buy them what they want after                       into forced vulnerable facilities. Dark hued males still 

begging, being instructed by their dispatchers that this is their reward,          handlers of some lower class light hued ones.  They 
or the presumption that particular pedestrians or passerbys have                    hide behind light hued male and light hued females 

[money to spend on them.  Generally:  observers, reporters, agitators            more currency, and thus superficially are more convincing                       

[APPEARANCE]: (uniform), hoodies, above ankle generic                           or recommendations have more weight]         

sweatpants, white socks black shoes, blacks sneakers, dirty,                           [ROLE]:  To get “free stuff”, filter oneself into the out  
unkempt, foulmouthed, backpacks]                                                                  client system, prey on vulnerable women who need  

[LOCALE]:  In the niches of the front porches of buildings, alleys,               shelter.  Make references to other fake vagrants and  

on sewer metal circular top of any street downtown.                                       vagabonds to replicate process, perhaps automatically  

[TRAITS]: Often do not use the English language properly.  Use words        initiated into Senault’s communication hierarchy with a  

for wrong meanings, do not follow clear instructions. Often mispro-              chance to become a 4 door sedan dispatcher.  Primarily:  4  

[INDUSTRY CATEGORY]:  Most prominent:  Retail, Hospitality, Travel, but generally across all industries 

[INDUSTRY ROLE]:  The employee’s immediate superior when they report about administrative needs/referrals, 

problems on the job, answers questions about job function, provides job performance reviews, advises which employee 
needs improvement, makes recommendations about employability 

[HIERARCHAL ROLE]: Assesses employees’ strengths and weaknesses, observes, makes recommendations to 

dispatchers and  recruiters to make offer to potential member..  Assesses which subordinate are likely to be groomed or 
easily trained for referral for potential offer and who is likely to perform the exchange 

[APPEARANCE]:  Ranges from casual, uniform to business casual depending on industry standards 
 

 

 

[INDUSTRY CATEGORY]:  Hospitality, Retail, Food Service [Fast Food, Vendor, Restaurants, Bake shops, Eateries], 
depending on the size of the business, Box Stores, Distribution [Warehouses, Fulfillment Centers], some other industries 

[INDUSTRY ROLE]:  Oversees small group of employees.  Conducts daily morning meetings with updates, answers 

questions, introduces new hires, provides updates about roles and protocols.  May convey direct subordinates’ wants/needs 
for work environment improvement. 

[HIERARCHAL ROLE]:  Observes subordinates, determines which employees are most compliant with workplace 

standards and expectations.  Assesses who is willing or better working teams, if so, refers target employees to dark hued 
male recruiters and dark hued dispatchers to make offer to become a member of Senault’s communication hierarchy or 

superimposed general hierarchy.  Inclusion in Senault’s inhabited/mortal with trained dim light hierarchy is not automatic 

inclusion into the superimposed general hierarchy. Encourage the catering to dark hued vagabonds and vagrants with 

coffee and sorts of pastries as their reward for fulfilling agitation and antagonizing duties in public spaces, to also placate 
dark hued vagabonds and vagrants who would otherwise have to hunt for their reward through the established theft ring. 

[APPEARANCE]: Wears uniform, may be more “official” than subordinate hires. 
 

 

 

Gold Sedan Drivers (only dark hued males, but 

they still communicate with white sedans and 

white SUV dispatchers above who are both light 
and dark hued males [observers, agitators, 

dispatchers, recruiters, recommenders, often 

unemployed) [considered foot soldiers] under 

advice and agreement with dark hued males 



nounce basic words.  Difficulty understanding complex concepts,                  door gold sedans, 4-door gold sports utility vehicles  

unable to understandstand social context, do not apply appropriate                (Usually older sedans, 4-door white utility vehicles 

basic social norms in above ground settings nonverbal social cues                 (BMW) and more recently 4-coor black sports  

                                                                                                                           utility vehicles:  (Infiniti, GMC, Ford)] 

                                                                                                                           [TRAITS]:  Usually has a car, a change of                                                                                         
                                                                                                                           clothes 

                                                                                                                           [LOCALE]: Park near the downtown area but on 

                                                                                                                           a lesser known street.  
 

Dark Hued Male Beggars (Conspirators in Theft of Peradăyah’s luggage/property) 
[ROLE:  Trackers, primary agitators, stalkers, street harassers, observers and reporters] 

[CAPABILITIES:  Antagonizers, Agitators, Sexual Assault perpetrators] 

[USEFULNESS: Gave permission to be experimented on by gold sedan and white sedan dispatchers so they could practice voodoo, 

witchery and other unsound practices.  Usually noticeable as their grotesque appearance generally is exacerbated by one of two 
bulging eyes, or very dark eyes that are described on Peradăyah’s ‘The Eyes Have It’ Chart and menacing looks to mortals with 

retained lights] 

[APPEARANCE:  usually skin of dark hued, beady eyed, missing teeth, between the ages of 35-75 years old, slovenly, some are round 

shouldered, inarticulate, hate lighter hued of different hued ethnicity women.  Clothing  Urine stained, fecal matter on clothing, dirt, 

filth, other waste or excrement on or about clothing, bags or other possessions, foul odor, loud talking, speak about their yesteryears of 

troublemaking in their youth often, often grotesque facial features, generally unkempt, but inexplicably confident when addressing, 

dealing with or interacting with usual members of mainstream society. 

[LOCALE:  In the niches of the front porches of buildings, alleys, on sewer metal circular top of any street downtown] 

[ACTIVITIES UNDER SENAULT’S AUTHORITY/COMMUNICATION HIERARCHY: Extortion, threat, intimidation, theft of 

phones, theft generally, beggars, antagonizers, general thieves, abrupt, like to pretend they are racing others for small feats such as 

getting a cup of coffee or a snack.  They understand people will move out their way not because they are intimidated but because of 

the fear of the transfer of their filth, odor, funk and roaches onto them.  They enjoy threatening innocent women. They similar to the 
dark hued male security guards, are prompt to physically hit women who are strangers to prove their manhood to an immature 

audience of fellow losers and underachievers at life or the imaginary audience of none as a part of their daily and full-time leisure.  

Unemployed, excommunicated, nosy, licentious, lustful, greedy without warrant, no merit, enjoys being on display like a Pygmy 

before their societal masters who reward their impromptu modern minstrel show with a donut or a cup of coffee]  

[PAST HISTORY: sexual molesters, general molesters, sexual batterers, street harassers, conspirators to theft ring, gossipers, 

aggressors, and                       other criminal assailants against innocents, including Peradăyah] 

 


